
    Once again Jesus began to teach beside the sea… Mark 4:1  

 

 

 
 

 
The crowds that listened to Jesus were sometimes so big that he would speak  

from a fishing boat pushed off the shoreline of the lake. 
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   Stories Beside the Sea 
  The Parables of Jesus 

The Geography of the Parables 

Nearly all of Jesus’ teaching took place in the region of Galilee, and 

more specifically, in the villages dotted around the northern shore 

of the lake. The Galilee of Jesus’ day was known as Kinneret (‘harp’) 

in the Old Testament, and today is also called Lake Tiberius. Here, 

you are closer to Damascus than to Jerusalem.  

At 600 feet below sea level, the lake is sunken like a bowl, making 

it difficult to see coming storms. The hillsides around the lake create 

good, natural theaters, and this beautiful area of fertile agricultural 

land provided many interesting illustrations for Jesus’ teaching. 

 

Jesus went through all the towns and villages, teaching in their 
synagogues, proclaiming the good news of the kingdom and 
healing every disease and sickness.  

When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because 
they were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.  
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Matthew 9:35-38 



So, what are Parables? 

Parables are word-picture stories. They may be simple illustrations 

from daily life, a real or realistic story, or an imaginative tale. Usually 

taken from daily life, or at least speaking of the kind of people and 

things the listeners would be well aware; things like bread and 

fishnets, things discovered in a field, lonely sheep and lost money, 

industrious farmers and ungrateful children, lamps and seeds, figs and 

friends, and even the inevitable death and taxes.  

Since at face value they are simply interesting stories, they require an 

interpretation in order to understand their intended spiritual message. 

Often Jesus will give us important clues either before or after the story. 

Why Speak in Parables? 

We may well wonder, why did 

Jesus teach with such 

purposeful ambiguity? He 

himself gives us one answer 

in Matthew 13:10-17:  

“Because it has been given to 
you to know the mysteries of 

the kingdom of heaven, but to 

them it has not been given.” 

The truths these parables 

taught would only be 

available to those willing to 

accept Jesus’ message.  

All who heard Him had the 

opportunity to accept the 

message, but not all were 

willing to receive it. 

How to Understand Parables 

Over one third of Jesus’ instruction was through parables, so it’s pretty 

important that we understand how to understand them. All parables 

operate on two levels, that’s why they’re sometimes called, “Earthly 

stories with Heavenly meanings.” The two levels of a parable are: 

▪ The Story – Real or hypothetical, the easily understandable story 

exists to teach a lesson or make a point. What we have in our Bible  

are no doubt shortened summaries of the originally spoken stories.  
 

▪ The intended Message – These stories are to be understood 

spiritually, by people with OPEN HEARTS. That’s why many of the 

pharisees didn’t understand them – they simply weren’t ready to 

receive the Kingdom of God (see 1 Corinthians 2:14). 

TIP: It is important not to press the details of the stories for meaning, 

since parables function as illustrations. There is always a main point to 

the story, and the details are simply there to support the story.  

The Kingdom of Heaven – What’s it like? 

The primary themes of the Gospel parables are:  

▪ The supreme importance of the Kingdom of God 

▪ The arrival of God’s Kingdom 

▪ And who will be or not be in the Kingdom 

Remember, these stories were told 2,000 years ago, before the cross, so 

the arrival of the Kingdom through Christ’s First Coming is greatly 

emphasized. Theologians often speak of the fact that we are living in 

the “Already/not yet” time of the Kingdom – what began with Christ will 

not be fully attained until He comes again to establish it permanently.  

Why Should We Care about Parables? 

“Thy kingdom come” was very much on the heart of Jesus. Parables 

show us the heart of Jesus: His passion for us, His work for us, and His 

desire to fully transform us to be true citizens of the Father’s kingdom.  

Parables in Other 
Places 

The Gospels aren’t the only places 
where we can find parables. 
There are several metaphorical 
stories in the Old Testament as 
well. Tucked inside the 
narratives, we may find  a 

“mashal" (  ל ָמָשָׁ֑ ), that is, a story 

or saying that illustrate a point 
through comparisons, tales, 
riddles or even hyperbole. Judges 
9:7-21, 2 Samuel 12:1–10, and 
Isaiah 5:1-7 are just a few 
examples.  


